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Conclusions of the Third EU-US-JP Conference on Critical Materials 

 

Overview 

Many of the rapidly emerging technologies in the clean energy, transportation and 

telecommunication sectors -- from solar panels and wind turbines to electric vehicle 

components, advanced lighting and cell phones -- are made with materials that have 

unique chemical and physical characteristics, including magnetic, catalytic and 

luminescent properties. Some of these materials, which include some rare earth 

elements, are at risk of supply disruption and for this reason are often called critical 

materials. As three economies with a large demand for critical materials, the European 

Union, United States and Japan recognize the strategic importance of critical materials 

and share a common interest in working together as part of the EU-US-JP Trilateral 

Critical Materials Initiative to improve extraction, find substitutes, improve use 

efficiency and encourage recycling. 

 

Legacy of Cooperation 

Trilateral cooperation on critical materials between the European Union, United States 

and Japan is carried out in the context of the respective bilateral relations. It dates to the 

First EU-US-JP Trilateral Conference on Critical Materials held in Washington on 

October 4-5, 2011. Organized by European Commission (EC), U.S. Department of 

Energy (DOE), Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), and the New 

Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), the conference 

comprised of a policy seminar on strategic implications of critical materials shortages, 

followed by two parallel technical workshops. One workshop identified specific areas 

of cooperation on sustainable separation, extraction and processing. A second workshop 

addressed specific areas of cooperation on more efficient use and substitutes.  

 

The Second EU-US-JP Trilateral Conference on Critical Materials took place in Tokyo 

on March 28-29, 2012 hosted by METI and NEDO, had an open seminar entitled "The 

strategic implications of global shortages of critical materials" that addressed the 

countries' policies, public research and development (R&D) programmes and business 

strategies on R&D and supply chain management. The second day’s technical 

workshops were “New approaches to reduce rare earths for permanent magnets and 

phosphors” and “Environmentally sound, economical separation processes for rare 

earths in diverse ore bodies and recycling streams.” 
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The Third EU-US-JP Trilateral Conference on Critical Materials  

The Third EU-US-JP Trilateral Conference on Critical Materials was hosted by the EC 

at the Royal Academy of Belgium for Sciences and Arts in Brussels on May 29-30, 

2013. Co-organized by the EC, DOE, METI, and NEDO, the theme of the Third 

Conference focused on the development and implementation of new models in efficient 

management of critical materials. Approximately 200 participants and high-ranking 

officials from across governments, research organizations, academia, think-tanks and 

other stakeholders attended the general session on the first day. Australia, Canada and 

South Africa also made valuable contributions to the success of the event. On the 

second day, 110 researchers and government officials participated in technical 

workshops on recycling, more efficient use of resources and geological research.  

 

Summary Highlights 

The participants emphasized a dependence on imports of materials that are essential to 

the fields of clean energy, transportation and communications. This dependence can 

create market access difficulties that can impact the production of various industrial 

components. Participants recognized the importance of technology development that 

incorporates a variety of approaches, including unconventional mining, substitution, 

advanced manufacturing, more effective utilization of resources and recycling. 

 

Participants highlighted the value of EU-US-JP trilateral cooperation on critical 

materials, which involves governmental officials, industrial representatives, researchers 

and other stakeholders. At the conference, the EC and Japan Science and Technology 

Agency highlighted the launch of a joint initiative on novel substitutes for critical 

metals. Three research projects are due to start in 2013. Other cooperation discussed at 

the conference included a memorandum of understanding on critical materials that the 

Ames Laboratory, subject to US DOE approval, and NEDO are working toward. The 

EC highlighted the international value of its initiative on “Blue Growth”. 

 

Participants commented on the large convergence of views and approaches around key 

challenges, underscoring the importance of international trilateral research cooperation, 

particularly in the nano-scale design of substitute materials and in new environmentally 

friendly extraction and separation technologies that help to diversify supply. 

 

Participants proposed areas for technological research and innovation including 

geological mapping and mining; recycling practices encompassing the whole 
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value-chain, including eco-design and end-of-life management with a particular focus 

on electric waste and rare earth magnets; urban mining; improved and more precise 

manufacturing; modeling; nanotechnology applications; and substitution of critical raw 

materials in high-value technology applications. A need for increase in mobility of 

researchers, post-graduates and students was also highlighted. 

 

Finally, participants strongly encouraged the EC, DOE, METI and NEDO to continue in 

this cooperation and support more concrete schemes for facilitating and promoting 

cooperation in research in this important technology area. 

 

 


